
THE DOUBLE STANDARD SEXUALITY AND FEMINISM ESSAY

Free Essay: Who is to say where the line is to be drawn? The sexual double standard is when men and women are
evaluated differently for.

Over the course of feminism's history, feminists have advanced vastly different sociopolitical prescriptions for
achieving sexual freedom, equality, and justice. Seventeen men, convicted under Operation Sanctuary, were
routinely raping young women, and girls as young as  The question of whether sexual liberation is
empowering or oppressive became particularly divisive in the later s and s, as radical feminists began to
promote municipal ordinances that deemed pornography a form of sex discrimination and banned its display
and sale. Feminism's relationship to sexuality is factious because of the nature of sexuality itself, and because
individual feminists understand sexuality differently as a result of their particular subjectivities, experiences,
and worldviews. This double standard for men and women dates back as far as the first civilizations and exists
only because it is allowed to, because it is taught. May His Noodley Appendage bless all of you my children!
We need to keep changing the attitude that congratulates men for changing a diaper, stigmatizes full-time
dads, and penalizes working mothers. In fact, as Obama acknowledges, we are still far from it in many
respects. Perhaps this is a good thing. We need to keep changing a culture that shines a particularly
unforgiving light on women and girls of color. This desire can, at many times, become unhealthy and lead to
problems such as anorexia, bulimia, and self-hate. Forged in the wake of the French Revolution, early feminist
sexual politics were marked by concerns with individual rights, equality, and freedom from arbitrary authority.
In contrast, the revelation that girls in the north of England had been raped on a terrifying scale was news for
around a week. Many people have tried to control certain feelings and interests in their gender and human
sexuality topic. For more than a month the press has obsessed over which celebrities and actresses were
allegedly mistreated by Harvey Weinstein. And the list goes on The purpose of this study was to identify the
sexual double standards between heterosexual men and women. Women of all colors remain underrepresented
in the highest levels of government , business and tech. The white population is undoubtedly equal with all
other ethnic groups. In addition to summarizing these articles, I will also be adding my own views and
comments throughout this paper. It was a similar situation when the abuse and rape of working-class girls in
Rotherham and then Rochdale was uncovered. Part of what makes sexuality so uniquely factious relates to the
nature of sexuality itself. The same could be said for all of the various religious affiliations too, the Christians
are on the same level as the Church of The Flying Spaghetti Monster. In the present moment, feminism's
relationship to sexuality remains unsettled and up for grabs. Yet despite broad agreement among feminists on
the injustice of the sexual double standard, there existed profound disagreement on desirable remedies. We
still have a notable gender wage gap , which disproportionately impacts women of color. There is probably no
more divisive topic among feminists than that of sexuality. Daly goes to great lengths to state that, although
both share an innateness of sorts, the psychological distresses of the transsexual and BIID person are different,
enough so as to warrant different methods for the realignment of the body to mind You watch as each wrestler
practices, sizing up each child to see who could possibly be in his weight class, and your son does the same.
The wilful ignorance of the police in these cases has now been criticised by many, and was dramatised in the
BBC series, Three Girls. In the process, they demonstrated that hetero sexual violence was not necessarily
exceptional or aberrant, but rather normalized and legally sheltered by a patriarchal state and society e. Obama
related these double standards and gaps back to his own life, and the lives of his daughters, Sasha and Malia.
Since then Feminism has been an extremely important and valued movement. We need to keep changing the
attitude that punishes women for their sexuality and rewards men for theirs. With the legalization of the birth
control pill, some women embraced the opportunity to enjoy sex without the threat of pregnancy. At the heart
of this disagreement was the question: Did the solution lie in greater sexual freedom or greater sexual
regulation for both sexes? Radical Feminism comes from second wave feminism, it was created due to the
failure of social and liberal feminism to strongly address the position of women in society Heywood 


